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Hi everyone,

Apologies for the big gap between communications, I now have a few bits to fill you
in on: The Festive Family Fun Day we held at the start of December seemed to be
enjoyed by those that attended, the village committee were pleased that the crowds
then led down towards their light switch-on event, so it’s something to consider date
wise for future winter fairs. Despite being wet, windy, and several of our families
isolating, the day, with a few after-the-event sales managed to scrape through into
£965 profit. Thank you to every stall helper, grotto decorator, raffle ticket buyer,
hamper donator, butcher, baker and candlestick maker. It so very nearly didn’t
happen. We still have a USB stick in the school safe with photos from the booth - I
will get round to it.
As you may have read, we have paid for the first set of Chromebooks for the
school, so we’ve turned sweetie jars into IT. That is the basic bottom line of what
the FDS does, and why it exists, finding fun ways to fund things for the children.
You’ll be pleased to hear that the Bromley Churchill Theatre kindly refunded every
penny of our cancelled panto booking, and so that money is being kept safe until
THIS year’s pantomime.

These photos popped up in my memories this week, 2019 - the rear part of
the playground looked like this:

The FDS funded, fixed and facilitated the transformation into what you see now.
That’s my pitch of the glorious things the FDS can do, you know what’s coming
next: The Future of the FDS …

The charity has been operated by a skeleton crew for several years now, and it needs a
shake up. We now need new people to step forward and help with some of the small
administrative tasks, as well as inject some fresh perspective into the charity and it’s
infinite potential. In the past it has thrived with up 7 committee members, and honestly it
can no longer operate with just 2.
Positions:
Chair - Someone to oversee, to delegate, a point of call, a support for the below…
Secretary - General communications, letter writing, monitor emails.
Treasurer - Handling the bank, Paypal payments, keeping a record of accounts.
Support positions - Help with seeing ideas through to fruition. All manner of tasks that
play to an individuals strengths.
With some new players coming on board we can get back to after-school clubs, discos,
one-off events and fun sales to bring in the pennies for new ambitions. We are on-hand for
a simple transition, and new plans can be discussed at… the AGM.
We have gone without an Annual General Meeting for some time, and were hoping
to squeeze one in before the half-term break. So now is the time to make yourself
known if you can help.
You can either email us: friendsofdowneschool@gmail.com or collar either Steph
or myself in the playground.
We look forward to having an FDS WhatsApp group once again as we can’t have
one with just the two of us. - insert crying emoji here Things to look forward to:
Maybe a Valentine’s own clothes day?
A long-delayed jumble sale followed by bags2school…
Easter & Her Majesty the Queen’s Jubilee celebrations…
A summer bonanza…

Thank you, please, thank you.

